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WBCSD – Business leadership for a sustainable future

200 global companies united around a common vision creating a world in which 
over 9 billion people are all living well and within planetary boundaries by 2050
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Our Vision & Scope: 
Built environment as a connected system in the urban context
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Digitalization Finance

Net Zero alignment along the 
value chain

Business case for circular 
construction

Sustainable Built Environment Blueprint case studies

Demand side pull

Enablers

Core

Vision

Scoping: “Net positive” for built 
environment

NatureDecarbonization

Circularity

Built Environment Vision

Global 
Imperatives

Climate Nature Equity



Built environment decarbonization

Accelerating the achievement of net-zero emissions across the entire 
built environment lifecycle through system-wide collaboration. 

~40% global energy-
related CO2 emissions

Operation - Net Zero :
• 2030: all new buildings 
• 2050: all buildings 

Vision

Embodied carbon:
• 2030: -40% CO2 emissions
• 2050: Net Zero 

HALVE by 2030 achieve NET-ZERO by 2050 

of the BUILT ENVIRONMENT 

LIFECYCLE emissions

Problem

UNEP - GlobalABC, 2020 Global Status Report 
for Buildings and Construction

UNFCCC –Climate Action Pathway –
Human Settlments, 2021

Every 5 days
a surface of the size of 

Paris is built

= 13 GtCO2



The Building System

www.wbcsd.org/building-system-carbon-framework

http://www.wbcsd.org/building-system-carbon-framework
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Solutions 

1) Common narrative: Enable a common 
language and vision for the system.

2) System value chain action: support 
companies to implement the carbon mitigation 
action required to achieve the climate targets. 

3) Market transformation: multi-stakeholder 
engagement to enable conducive policy and 
business environment.

Decarbonization workstream: Overview
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How we partner to increase impact
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Science / Target setting / Pathways

Business

National governments

Cities

Other Embodied carbon
policies

Cty-business 
collaboration

Common vision
Roadmaps
Market transformation dialogue

North America focus

Net Zero ConcreteZero

Demand Hub

Clean Construction 
Forum

Investors



Built Environment System

Net Zero Built Environment Alignment: Principles
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Company

Sector

System
Business 

boundaries 
(Companies)

Building

Cities - National

System
Geography 
boundaries 
(Buildings)

Products

Common narrative for a Net Zero Built Environment, aligning Net Zero definition for business and buildings.





The Building System Carbon Framework 

WHEN

WHERE



www.wbcsd.org/building-system-carbon-framework

The Building System Carbon Framework 

(EN15978:2011)

http://www.wbcsd.org/building-system-carbon-framework


Download here: 
https://bit.ly/3AOicU7

https://bit.ly/3AOicU7




Key figures - whole life carbon A-C



• Upfront embodied carbon targets • Energy use intensity targets

Emerging benchmarks and targets

• Adopting targets will drive the industry carbon impact down.

Challenge: could a 2030 target for all project be:

• <400 kgCO2e/m
2 (A1–A5)

• 0 kgCO2e/m
2 (B1-C4)

Challenge: could a 2030 target for all project be: 50kWh/m2

Are targets aligned with national grid decarbonization trajectories? 



“Net Zero Buildings – where do we stand?”

Key messages:

1. Measure whole life carbon in all building projects

2. Develop and share openly consistent and 
transparent carbon intensity and benchmark data

3. Start setting clear and explicit targets

4. Align on “net zero”, including a valid approach to 
residual emissions

5. Achieve wider collaboration as individual 
organizations acting is not enough

Download here: 
https://bit.ly/3AOicU7 Call to action: 

conduct whole life carbon assessment and publish results using the building 
system carbon framework to create body of evidence and foster shared learning

https://bit.ly/3AOicU7
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Solutions for the system

Supporting mitigation 
& demand

AEC positive influence

Financing the change

Requesting the change

Circular Economy
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• Institutional investors: set requirements for the real 
estate, debt and equity investment portfolios, in line 
with Paris Agreement compatible emissions 
trajectories

• Asset managers: support the investors in setting and 
executing their strategies

• Lenders: can link carbon performance to their loans 
and provide incentives

• Property developers: consider carbon performance 
requirements and/or circular solutions as part of the 
procurement process for their projects

• All these firms occupy and / or manage real estate 
themselves and can develop policies for low-carbon 
performance in their role as tenants (WBCSD  is 
setting up a Corporate Real Estate Directors network)

Role of the financial sector



Decarbonizing Construction
Guidance for investors and developers to reduce embodied carbon

Who is this for?
How investors and developers can set 
requirements to reduce embodied 
carbon in projects they finance.

Used by different stakeholders:
− Investors
− Developers
− Tenants
− Consultants and designers 
− Design-build contractors

Note: Cities are also at times playing 
some of these roles. 

What does it do?
It condenses over 50 requirements - leading 
embodied carbon reduction practices across all 
project life-cycle phases into a single report. 
Measures are grouped into:

21

Five categories:
1. Create a carbon policy
2. Targets and transparency requirements 
3. Prioritize circularity, 
4. Design optimization 
5. Low-carbon procurement

Four project phases:
Download here: 

https://bit.ly/2Vg0Hvk

Finance Insight on “Decarbonizing the 40%”

https://www.wbcsd.org/Overview/News-Insights/WBCSD-insights/Decarbonizing-the-40-How-the-finance-sector-can-drive-the-transformation-to-a-net-zero-built-environment
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The GlobalABC is a voluntary, international, multi-stakeholder 

partnership, launched at COP21 in Paris. Its Secretariat is hosted by 

UN Environment. 

Aim: To mobilize all stakeholders to scale up climate actions in the 

sector.

GlobalABC activities are organized around five different work areas:
1. Education and Awareness

2. Public Policies

3. Market Transformation (incl: SBT4buildings)

4. Finance

5. Building Measurement, Data and Information

WBCSD is co-chair of the steering committee and of the work area 3. 

www.globalabc.org

Conducive market and policy environment

Provide an opportunity to companies to shape the 
dialogue with national and sub-national policy makers 
about the enabling framework for private sector action.

Global Alliance for Building and Construction

About the GlobalABC

Download link

https://unfccc.int/climate-action/marrakech-partnership/reporting-tracking/pathways/human-settlements-climate-action-pathway


COP26 – CRBE day 11 November
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CRITICAL SECTOR: Established built environment as critical for climate action and to BuildBackBetter. 
Cities & regions recognized as critical policy enablers and market demand drivers

40% of energy-related 
carbon emissions

ONE VOICE, ONE AMBITION: Built environment community rallied around overall goal and key 
transformative measures & asks for policymakers, finance, and business

reduce by > 50% by 2030, 
net zero by 2050

ALL ENGAGED & COMMITTED: Critical mass of cities, regions, national governments, and private 
sector actors committed to joint overall goal and measures based on their situation

Race to Zero

ACTION, SOLUTIONS, PATHWAYS: Demonstrated best practices, solutions that are being achieved 
now. Pathways to attain overall goal; and showcased those who implement them.

set targets

RADICAL COLLABORATION: Demonstrated stakeholder willingness to radically collaborate, across all 
stakeholders, from investment & ownership to design, construction & operation.

full value chain & demand 
side

Achieve reduction of all built environment related carbon emissions across the whole lifecycle:
50% of overall reduction by 2030 & Net-zero emissions by 2050

Success framework for Built Environment at COP26



Market Transformation for Net Zero Built Environment
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VISION

Mitigation 
ACTIONS

Key 
TRANSFORMATION

ASKS
(Policy, Finance, 

Business, Science)

2030: -50%

2050: Net Zero

Whole life carbon 
mitigation (#40% CO2)

Key and essential transformational 
levers enabling and accelerating the 
decarbonization's action.
What is needed so that decarboni-
zation actions can happen

Decarbonization 
actions reducing 
carbon emissions

Common vision 
and north star

What P, F, B, S need to do 
to contribute the 
achievement of the 
transformation measures

3-5 key levers

1-2 key asks per 
group per lever

Key Element

GlobalABC: Work Area 3 - Market Transformation

Market Transformation “Manifesto” Global Regional Roadmap

Climate Action Pathways



https://timetotransform.biz

https://timetotransform.biz/


https://timetotransform.biz

https://timetotransform.biz/


https://timetotransform.biz

https://timetotransform.biz/


Implement short-, medium- and long-term science-based 
targets to reduce the whole life carbon footprint of built 
structures toward net-zero emissions. Collaborate with 
clients, suppliers and all actors across the built 
environment to ensure targets are met and to drive 
net-zero construction and renovation measures

Contribute to the development of national and sectoral 
decarbonization roadmaps, and engage with authorities at 
the regional, national, and local levels to advocate for the 
targets, building codes, and planning, permitting, and 
procurement processes needed for a sustainable built 
environment. 

Unlock the potential of digitalization to facilitate data 
recording and transfer among stakeholders and across life-
cycle stages to promote more holistic urban planning, 
greater transparency, and enhanced efficiency across the 
built environment sector. 

Create ways for occupants to play a role in minimizing the 
environmental impacts of their living and working spaces. 

Develop circular business models to maintain the value of 
materials and resources throughout the lifetime of built 
structures. Innovate to make circular options more cost-
competitive, convenient, and dependable. 

Future-proof buildings and infrastructure to 
withstand environmental, social, and health-related 
shocks through urban planning, performance 
standards, and construction practices. 

Develop and adopt science-based targets for 
nature, which factor in impacts from material 
extraction to construction to building end-use. 
Integrate nature-based solutions into design and 
construction efforts.

Innovate and collaborate on new techniques and 
models to ensure the delivery of quality affordable 
housing that promotes health and wellbeing, in 
both existing and new developments. 

Conduct and enhance due diligence in line with the 
UN Guiding Principle on Business and Human Rights 
with a view to respecting human rights and ensuring 
decent working conditions throughout the 
construction value chain, including in the informal 
economy. 

Develop comprehensive strategies to support a just 
transition for workers that may be affected by 
emerging construction methods, materials, and 
technologies. 
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ACTION AREAS FOR BUSINESS 2020-2030

VISION 2050: TIME TO TRANSFORM

LIVING SPACES pathway
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Our contact details

Luca De Giovanetti
Manager, Science-based Targets
degiovanetti@wbcsd.org

Maison de la Paix l Chemin Eugène-Rigot 2B
CP 2075 1211 Geneva 1

mailto:degiovanetti@wbcsd.org
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